Dear Colleagues

I have the pleasure to invite you to the conference entitled "After Cop21: Adaptation Policies for the Mediterranean, the case of Lebanon" organized by General Directorate of Hydraulic and Electric Resources, on the 15th of March 2016 at “Le Royal hotel” Dbaye.

This conference aims to explore the interest of promoting adaptation policies that Lebanon should consider for its water, energy and environmental sectors, following the signature of the Paris Pact by H.E Minister Arthur Nazarian and H.E. Minister Segolene Royal, last 2nd of December in Paris.

This conference will enable Lebanon to initiate dialogue on the "Paris Declaration" with the countries around the Mediterranean. The goal is to provide future generations with the enabling environment to achieve sustainable development in the region.

Looking forward to your presence and active participation in the event,

Kindly confirm your presence by email at: comairfadi@hotmail.com, monafakih@hotmail.com.

Dr. Fadi Comair

Director General of Hydraulic & Electric Resources